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Environmental Health and Safety Committee 
December 2, 2020 – 9:00 a.m. 

                                         Zoom Online Meeting 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

MINUTES 
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 

 
Present: David Albarran, Frederick Board, Hamid Eydgahi, Leonard Knight, Gardenia 
Malone, Joseph Martinez, Virginia Moran, Robert Sewell, Chris Shelby, Diane Wollan 
  
 
Absent: Steve Dwiggins, Cathy Ekpo, Eternity Loymeyer, Christi Myers 
 
 
Recorder: Gardenia Malone  
 
Call to Order: 9:03 a.m. 

 

Agenda items 

I. Review of the Minutes of 11/04/2020 – MSC H.Eydgahi/D.Wollan: Minutes approved 

with no changes.  

II. “Automated External Defibrillators (AEDs) for VVC” Update - Chief Knight reports 

that all 30 of the AEDs have been installed and are ready for use. An email that lists all of 

the AED locations will be sent out to faculty, staff, and students. Additionally, the AED 

app, PlusTrac, comes with a GPS feature that displays how many AEDs are nearby. 

Training for AED use will begin on January 21, 2021. People training on the AED will 

become certified in its use and in training of others as well. Chief asks everyone to note 

that the AEDs can already walkthrough any untrained individuals during emergency 

situations. 

III. Keenan Inspection/Inventory Report - Gardenia Malone shared a PowerPoint 
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presentation that summarized the results from the Keenan inspection report. Keenan’s 

inspection criteria are based on three categories: Hazard Communication (labeling of 

hazardous materials, “hazmat”, in compliance with state standards), Chemical Hygiene 

(cleanliness, hazard control in work areas, and proper chemical storage), and Hazardous 

Waste (labeling of and proper storage of waste hazmat in compliance with state 

standards). Gardenia discussed how VVC performed in each category by reviewing the 

current safety hazards identified in Keenan’s report. The top safety concerns were: (1) 

improperly or unlabeled chemicals, (2) old containers and spills, and (3) improperly stored 

compressed gases. Gardenia gave suggestions for mitigating each topic of concern. To 

avoid storing improperly or unlabeled chemicals, Gardenia said that lab 

managers/supervisors and employees should make labeling a habit. Chemical labels can 

be created with label templates (i.e. Avery brand paper) and stored on Microsoft Word. 

Keenan listed the following as mandatory items that need to be visible on secondary 

chemical containers: Name of substance, Manufacturer (unless prepared in house), 

Hazard word (i.e. corrosive, flammable), Date transferred/prepared, and Globally 

Harmonized System (GHS) symbol(s). If printing labels is temporarily unavailable, writing 

the above items should be done legibly with a permanent marker. Chemical areas should 

consider disposing of unlabeled chemicals or chemicals that no longer meet the current 

labeling standards and re-order new, compliant chemical bottles. Hamid Eydgahi asked 

Gardenia if she could send her chemical label templates to all of the department heads 

that may use chemicals. Chief said that he would add Gardenia to the Administrator’s next 

Zoom meeting so that the Deputy Superintendent, John Nahlen, could also hear the 

presentation. The Deputy Superintendent can then decide if the templates should be sent 

out, or take other actions, so that the message of the PowerPoint is not ignored. Follow-

up of Administrator’s meeting will be discussed at the next EH&S meeting. 
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Gardenia also discussed tips for the old containers and spills issue. Areas with hazmat 

should periodically inspect chemical containers for damage, cracks, or degradation. 

Compromised containers should be put aside into a secondary tray so that there is no 

leaking onto property or around other chemicals. Marie Sovitsky in Maintenance & 

Operations should be contacted for coordination of hazmat pickup. Departments should 

conduct annual spill cleanup trainings that are specific to the chemicals in their areas. 

Another safety hazard that Gardenia reviewed was the improper storage of compressed 

gas cylinders. Gas tanks should be mounted to a wall and secured with straps or chains. 

Metal tops that come with the gas tank should always be screwed on over the gas valve 

when the gas is not in use. Compressed gas cylinders are projectile and leaking gas 

hazards if they are accidentally knocked over or picked up from the valve. Additionally, 

small gas bottles (lecture bottles) should be stored inside of carriers that hold them 

upright. Lecture bottles should not be stacked horizontally or leaned against each other, 

also a gas safety hazard.  

David Albarran asked if VVC had big yellow boxes for storing hazmat and Safety Data 

Sheets (SDS) to reference during spills. Chief said that Fred would know if M&O had 

yellow boxes for storing chemicals. Gardenia said she has not seen the chemical storage 

area of M&O but that the Chemistry department has a chemical waste closet for hazmat. 

Gardenia said that her department receives CD-ROMs from chemical vendors that include 

a library of SDS. Manufacturers also have online SDS databases for anytime reference. 

Additionally, the Chemistry stockroom has SDS hardcopies in binders. 

Gardenia wrapped up the presentation with positive points from Keenan’s report. VVC has 

improved housekeeping in chemical storage areas, several areas have disposed of old 

chemicals properly, and chemical storage cabinets are in good condition.  

IV. Round Table – 
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No new topics/concerns were introduced. All present committee members expressed 

happy holiday wishes, thanks to Gardenia for the presentation, and reminders to everyone 

to follow hygiene protocol to stay safe during the holidays. 

V. Adjourn – 9:48 a.m. 

      Next regular meeting scheduled March 10, 2021 at 9:00 a.m.  

  


